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Abstract: The globalization of supply chains, rising competition, and unpredictable environmental factors accelerate business, by causing 

technological disruptions. Industry 4.0 technologies maximize resource use and sustainability, improving production and worker safety. 

Industry 4.0 has been adopted by most industries, but agriculture has received little research. Business 4.0 technology aims to improve 

farm resource allocation and reduce climate change disruptions. Consumers and governments seek Agri-food supply chain transparency. 

Instant traceability can improve food quality and autonomous decision-making in digital agri-food supply chains. Blockchain technologies 

are being used to provide safe traceability for agri-food chain management, product provenance, and food fraud prevention due to their 

trust and unchangeability. This study proposes an optimized blockchain-based smart agricultural system to address such issues. Many 

blockchain and smart contract-based agri-food chain management systems are product or manufacturing process-specific and hard to 

generalize. This research uses permissioned blockchains to determine how parameters affect performance. Our evaluation method considers 

the Hyperledger Fabric to create an agri-food supply chain data network and performance experiments with the Hyperledger Caliper 

benchmark revealed improved efficiency of the proposed agri-food supply chain system based on blockchain by comparing throughput, 

send rate, and latency with and without optimization. 
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1. Introduction 

The farming business has changed a lot over the last three 

industrial revolutions, from hand-harvested crops to 

mechanized farming and precision farming. Industrial 

farming makes things more productive, but it has also 

caused and made worse several problems. Interior and 

exterior environments are becoming more connected in the 

fourth industrial revolution[1]. With Industry 4.0, key 

business processes are changing quickly. Modern 

technologies like cloud computing, blockchain, big data & 

analytics, machine learning, automation & robotics, the 

Internet of Things (IoT), and others are transforming every 

industry. Digitizing supply chain management makes sense 

due to its complexity. Research shows that a digitally linked 

supply chain can cut costs by 30%, make a business faster, 

more flexible, more accurate, and more efficient, and cut 

inventory by 70% [2]. 

Every supply chain system must track items from origin to 

destination [3]. To gain end-user trust, supply chain 

operators must deliver accurate and efficient information. 

Supply chain managers must maintain process quality, 

integrity, and reputation. Some regulators are requiring 

supply chain traceability systems to be more reliable, 

transparent, and secure. Some governments strictly enforce 

these rules. Tags and bar codes are required by the Canadian 

government to identify item provenance [4]. The Chinese 

government enforces similarly. These rules increase 

traceability system transparency and ensure high-quality 

goods. Supply chain traceability systems also facilitate 

trade. These systems handle a lot of financial data, which 

makes network design more difficult. Because these 

networks are centralized, data could be shown in the wrong 

way [5]. Several network designs and distributed agreement 

methods have been proposed in [6] that protect the security 

of a blockchain while allowing for high throughput and store 

capacity. 

Market shifts in food systems, where customers buy more 

sustainably produced food and encourage sustainable food 

production, improve food supply chain sustainability. Given 

the COVID-19 pandemic, consumers worldwide are rapidly 

shifting their buying habits toward healthy and sustainable 

products [7]. Because product safety is so important, 

agricultural and food goods need good monitoring. The 

government and consumers are worried about food quality, 

so supply chain traceability has been revived. Because it is 

decentralized, open, and immutable, the blockchain is 

essential to the growth of the supply chain. It also has smart 

contracts for sending company info safely. But if 

blockchain-based agri-food delivery networks don't work 

right, buyers might not trust where the food came from or 
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how good it is. Bottlenecks occur because conventional 

centralized storage methods cannot handle the massive 

amount of data generated during supply chain processes. 

The literature suggests many decentralized file storage 

strategies to reduce latency, throughput, and bottlenecks. In 

[8], authors proposed blockchain-based soybean 

traceability. IPFS and permissioned blockchain smart 

contracts provide complete traceability in this proposed 

approach. IPFS is a popular distributed file-sharing network. 

Distributed hash tables and block exchange systems are 

used. A practical approach to agricultural product archival 

monitoring was shown in [9]. The suggested method stores 

transaction hashes in a separate database. IPFS data can be 

accessed after obtaining the transaction hash from a 

secondary database. An IPFS hash is retrieved from the 

blockchain using this transaction hash. However, a backup 

database failure would crash the system. A similarly 

auditable protocol for secure, transparent trading business 

transactions is proposed in [10]. Retailers, logisticians, and 

consumers are involved in commerce. However, the writers 

did not consider dealer reliability. Current trade networks 

have a knowledge gap between buyers and sellers. Trading 

firms lack trust and end users are more vulnerable to fraud 

due to knowledge asymmetry. Due to past research 

limitations [8–10], the following questions need further 

study: 

• Is there a way to ensure the transactional hash on IPFS is 

always available and limit usage beyond adding storage? 

• Can all network nodes share the same information while 

remaining trustworthy? 

Can a permissioned blockchain improve the efficiency of 

the agri-food supply chain? 

• How will a decentralised trading system conduct impartial 

arbitration of disputes between parties? 

• How to enhance blockchain system performance? 

Our study aims to complete the growing literature on 

blockchain-based agri-food supply chains. We are unaware 

of any published agri-food supply chain analysis. This study 

expands the blockchain-based reputation system shown in 

[11]. The proposed method uses hyperledger smart contracts 

to create a productive, safe, and reliable supply chain.  

The proposed system has these main benefits: This end-to-

end supply chain system includes a reputation system, 

traceability plan, trade and delivery methods, and an 

autonomous transaction system.  

Authenticity, transparency, independence, accountability, 

and auditability are ensured. The system is scalable and 

auditable, making it a better alternative to current agri-food 

supply chains. It also has built-in security mechanisms and 

is resistant to common attacks. Additionally, we analyse our 

system's performance and discuss ways to improve it. 

The rest of the paper is organized below. Section II presents 

system-related work, and Section III discusses the proposed 

system framework. Results and analysis are in IV. Section 

V contains the paper's conclusion, limitations, and research 

suggestions. 

2. Literature Review 

specifically allows the creation of unique business models 

by providing probabilities for creative activities that support 

entrepreneurship [16]. Smart technologies are also seen as 

adjuncts that can shorten the conventionalization of the food 

supply chain, changing the optimal distinct [17]. A major 

problem nowadays is controlling the effectiveness of 

resources in the agri-food sector on a worldwide scale. 

Certain problems, like those relating to energy, are 

universal, while others, like water shortages, differ 

depending on a country's economic standing [18]. Digital 

platforms operate as a conduit for the effects of digital 

changes on economic and ecological performance [19]. By 

promoting lean manufacturing, digital changes can decrease 

waste, improve logistical procedures and information, and 

promote flexible production while conserving resources 

[20]. Supply chain operations digitization may have its roots 

in the implementation of material requirement planning, or 

MRP-I and MRP-II [21], but digitization is not new since it 

is an essential component of modern supply chains. The 

food supply chain was streamlined at the downstream end 

thanks to ERP systems and the ongoing digital revolution in 

food production technology, which increased efficiency 

[21]. Also, the advancements in agricultural operations, 

such as the use of automation, robotics, and drones, have 

replaced the conventional modes of transportation now in 

use and facilitate last-mile delivery [22]. Using internet-

based networks and services, the agri-food sector may 

increase its efficiency, intelligence, performance, and 

sustainability thanks to Agri-Food 4.0, a digitalization 

method for accelerating and supporting sustainable 

agriculture, land management, and competitiveness. A 

problem in agri-food 4.0 would be integrating population 

shifts, unequal resource distribution, poverty, climate 

change, and digital technologies. The use and management 

of agricultural data serve as a vital link between concerns 

and digital transformation capabilities [23]. Digitalization of 

agriculture has the potential to improve sustainability and 

manage territory through cost containment, real-time 

monitoring, and technology interventions [24]. With fully 

integrated digital platforms, there would be more labor- and 

cost-efficient supply chains with great responsiveness to 

market needs. [25] examined the impact of supply chain 

digitization, finding that enhanced capacity flexibility and 

demand responsiveness promoted the use of digital 

technology. 

 The agri-food industry is also adopting the practices of the 

Industry 4.0 concept. This is necessary because of 
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transportation issues, drought, and a lack of knowledge 

about agricultural marketing and farm business planning 

[26]. Other contributing problems are limited access to 

markets, a dearth of choices for warehousing and storage, a 

low rate of digitization among farmers, the expensive 

upfront and installation costs of sophisticated equipment, 

and a mistaken perception of their worth. The primary 

obstacles affecting this business are listed by [27] as the lack 

of digitalization, food safety concerns, uneven and 

fragmented information, and environmental constraints. 

Three major issues plague today's agricultural food supply 

systems. First, the supply chain's whole cycle is lengthy 

because of the high number of people involved and the 

difficulty of communication between them. As a result of so 

many people being involved and the data being spread over 

so many different networks, individuals can't put much faith 

in what they're seeing. Just like the rest of our modern 

society, the agricultural food supply system is extremely 

centralized, with data that can be readily manipulated and 

power concentrated in a few hands. There are often lapses 

in human oversight [28-30], even though the central 

administrator is subject to examination by government 

agencies. Research on sophisticated traceability technology 

and associated systems is crucial for ensuring the quality 

and safety of agricultural commodities, as well as for 

properly monitoring product information, ensuring the 

safety and quality of products, and ensuring the safety of 

consumers. 

This study examines how industry 4.0 advancements like 

AI, IoT, robots, blockchain, big data, RFID, etc. are 

converting the old supply chain into blockchain based 

supply chain systems. 

3. Proposed Agri-Food Supply Chain Framework  

The proposed methodology, which uses smart contracts to 

track and record agri-food supply chain transactions on the 

Hyperledger Fabric blockchain, is explained in this section. 

Our system eliminates the need for a trusted governing body 

by offering trustworthy and secure transactions and record-

keeping for food supply chain management and safety. The 

proposed system is trustworthy, and secure transaction 

records are provided for the administration and protection 

of the agricultural food supply chain, eliminating the need 

for a single authority and allowing for decentralization. 

3.1. Overview of the framework  

Figure 1 shows the proposed framework with stakeholders 

the Agricultural Bureau, the Farmer, the Processor, the 

Quality Supervisor, the Distributor, the Retailer, the 

Consumer, and the Blockchain. The entire transparency of 

the agri-food supply chain system is guaranteed with the aid 

of hyperledger chaincode and the integration of all 

participants in the chain. The agricultural bureau collects 

data on farmers, seeds, fields, and harvests, among other 

metrics, and manages it centrally so that everyone can trust 

the numbers. Along with data about the crops' growth and 

environment, IPFS stores images of how the crops change 

over time as they are grown.  

 

Fig 1. Agri-food supply chain framework 

At a certain point in time, timestamps are full pieces of data 

that can be checked. They can be used to show when some 

of the user's info is made over the internet. The smart 

contract keeps track of the IPFS hash to make sure the right 

file is used. The farmer picks the crops when they're ready 

and sells them to a processor. You can be sure that farm 

goods are safe and of high quality with the Quality 

agriculture Bureau's help. Distributors buy a lot of finished 

agricultural items, store them, and then sell them to retailers. 

Retailers then sell them to consumers in smaller quantities 

through their stores. Data files are stored in IPFS and a hash 

of the file is stored in blockchain. The file is retrieved from 

IPFS with the help of the IPFS hash. Framework is divided 

into layers as shown in the framework. Data flows between 

various stakeholders, same data is authorized with the help 

of logic code written in smart contracts or (chain code). 

Network layers provide the backbone of the system by 

maintaining the ledger. Data files are stored on the IPFS 

network so that the network becomes scalable.  

3.2. Experimental setup of the proposed system   

Farm supply chains are notoriously difficult to track due to 

the large number of entities involved in food production. 

The long journey from farm to plate ends here. To ensure 

the legitimacy of a food traceability transaction, we collect 

the data, append the food's unique identification and lot 

number, and save the hash value. Foods warehoused 

together are "batch processed." The hyper ledger stores the 

data hash while IPFS stores the transaction data due to 
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IPFS's limits and blockchain data's exponential growth. To 

ensure that only authorized users are transacting and to 

secure data, a blockchain access control policy limits read 

and write access. Similarly, only authorized parties can 

execute smart contracts. The technology lets registered 

entities interact via smart contracts. Figure 3 shows how 

each component of the agricultural food supply chain is 

prepared, and their functions are explained below. 

Agricultural Bureau: The bureau maintains a database of 

farmers, seeds, plots, and harvests to verify sources. IPFS 

stores data hash values in the ledger for integrity. IPFS 

keeps chain data hashes. 

Farmer: The farmer plants the seeds. Farmers use sensors to 

track crop progress and collect data on soil, water, air, and 

sunshine quality, which is stored in IPFS as MPEG or 

picture files. Farmers must also generate IPFS data hashes 

for smart contracts. 

Processor: Crops are harvested and sold to the processor, 

who turns them into the final product the customer buys and 

saves batch, quantity, and inspection data in IPFS. After 

recording the data hash on the blockchain, the package's 

data label is created. 

Quality Supervisor: The quality supervisor oversees 

processing, quality supervision and inspection, and 

manufacturing facility and product quality inspections. Its 

details and hash value are stored on IPFS and the 

blockchain, allowing authorities to investigate and punish 

standardization, measurement, and quality violations, as 

well as counterfeiting and low-quality goods. 

Distributor: The goods may go through more than one stage 

of distribution before they get to the store. Distributors stock 

and sell processed agricultural goods to retailers. IPFS 

stores company, product, price, and sale information, and 

blockchain stores the hash value to prevent tampering. 

Retailer: The distributor gives the retailer bulk finished 

goods, which his customers buy in smaller quantities. In 

addition to the blockchain hash value, IPFS stores merchant 

information like the transaction time and date, sale amount, 

and more. 

Customer: Consumers must buy and consume agricultural 

food information for traceability to work. Consumers can 

scan barcodes, RFID tags, or QR codes on product 

packaging to learn about the agricultural food supply chain. 

Pictures, files, and other IPFS and blockchain data are 

digitally signed and given to specific users. Only the farmer 

who gave the MPEG files and images is responsible in this 

case. The blockchain smart contract could automatically 

punish dishonest farmers. Data-transmitting cameras are 

another option. These cameras would automatically upload 

images to a DLT. Hardware cameras for farmers to install 

could prevent hacking or manipulation [33]. This means 

anyone with blockchain access can verify the images and 

challenge their authenticity. 

4. Implementations and Results 

In this section, the performance of the proposed 

architectural framework is measured against industry 

standards and blockchain benchmarks. The results are 

analyzed using many different factors, such as block size, 

endorsement policy, and the time it takes to generate a 

block.   

 

 Fig 2. Performance Evaluation Framework 

The performance of various instances is measured by their 

throughput, latency, and other attributes. Hyperledger 

Caliper is the benchmarking tool for evaluating blockchain 

applications on a network. Calipers are used to measure the 

framework's performance in this section (Figure 2). The 

Agri-food supply chain will be tested using a Performance 

Evaluation Framework that has a caliper manager and 

workers who will do work that is similar to what they would 

do in real-world workloads. Following the steps in a 

framework leads to the creation of a test report. To check 

how well the framework works, various factors like latency, 

speed, CPU usage, incoming and outgoing traffic, memory 

use, disc read/write, network I/O, and more are tracked. 

Because of the review, the block size, TPS, support method, 

channel, resource use, and record database setup are all 

changed.  

4.1. Performance Effects of Hyperledger Fabric Block 

Parameters 

On a blockchain, a block consists of several transactions 

each block contains information specific to that block, the 

block before it, and the individual transactions inside that 

block. For the endorsement policy, it is crucial to get the 

endorsements from different nodes and it is an important 

factor that affects blockchain performance. In this proposed 

blockchain application, the data related to agri-food and 

intercommunication on the condition of the roads is also 

recorded as a transaction on the block. We looked at Hyper 

ledger Fabric's performance to identify its weak points and 
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provide insight for enhancing our suggested solution. The 

effects of various factors on the transactional performance 

of the agri-food supply chain are investigated and analyzed 

with the goal of optimizing that performance. 

1. Block Size Effect: There might be several situations in 

the blockchain-based agri-food example, such as the 

transfer of data between suppliers, verifying a farmer node, 

etc., that could count as a block transaction in the 

blockchain. All of these transactions need to be validated 

before they can be included in a block. The client solicits 

endorsements from many peers before submitting the 

transaction proposal. The system's endorsement policy, 

which establishes the minimal number of peers that must 

support a transaction proposal, was previously determined 

while the system was being built. Once the minimum 

number of peers has confirmed the transaction, it is 

considered legitimate. The transactions are gathered with 

the certificates, public keys, and signatures of all involved 

endorsing peers. The pace at which transactions are 

processed is crucial in agri-food supply chain systems, 

making configuration of the block size parameter essential. 

The batch size, which has three parameters adjusted with the 

demands of the application in mind, Maximum message 

count, absolute maximum bytes, and recommended 

maximum bytes is used to change the amount of transactions 

in Hyperledger to fix this problem. Use the phrase max 

message count to denote the maximum allowed number of 

transactions in a block. The value of absolute max bytes 

represents the largest block that may be, in bytes, be. 

Although preferred max bytes specify the ideal block size, a 

block can be formed by a single transaction that is both 

greater than this and lower than absolute max bytes. 

2. Effect of Endorsement Policy: Fabric employs 

endorsement rules to establish which peers must validate a 

submitted transaction as valid before it is recorded in the 

distributed ledger. In this work, we explore the implications 

of Fabric's endorsement policy component and model two 

blockchain systems to compare and contrast potential 

endorsement policy implementations. To achieve so, this 

study employs modern techniques for endorsing work. 

3.  Effects of Transaction Types on Block Size: Since it is 

unrealistic to assume that the number of input transactions 

in a block will always be the same, the size of individual 

blocks may vary. Depending on the kind of transaction, 

either reading or writing may be possible. The current state 

must be produced by read transactions. Changing the block 

size is a write-only operation and does not affect read 

transactions. 

4.2. Experimental Evaluation   

In this study, we benchmarked the proposed system's 

performance and compared it to that of Hyperledger Fabric 

v1.4. The Hyperledger caliper's configuration file for 

Hyperledger fabric v1.4 is shown in the image below. The 

initial phase of the analysis is to identify bottlenecks and 

provide opportunities for improvement. The effect of 

varying the rate at which the load is generated and the size 

of the blocks being used is also investigated. The 

endorsement policy's impact on the Hyperledger fabric's 

functionality will become clear throughout this analysis. To 

improve performance, The endorsement policy has to be 

created with fewer endorsers and sub-policies. In addition, 

NOutOf always outperforms And/or is less efficient. 

 

Fig 3. Caliper configuration with Hyperledger Fabric 1.4 

Observation on block size configuration: When the 

transaction arrival rate is below the saturation threshold, it 

is imperative to set the block size to be smaller. It is time to 

increase the size of individual blocks when the rate at which 

new transactions are being made reaches or exceeds the 

saturation threshold. Existing endorsement policies: 

Endorsers: Or (And(A, C), And(A, B), And(D, A), And(C, 

B), And(D, B), And(D, C)) 

Moreover, it has been shown that using the cache at the right 

moment might enhance efficiency when the endorser's 

signature validation goes outside the rules. Throughput, 

latency, and other performance measures are all shown to be 

affected by changing the block size and endorsement policy. 

The agri-food supply chain architecture is utilized as a 

system under test to evaluate the efficacy of hyperledger 

Fabric. Here, we use the Hyperledger Caliper Framework 

for Performance Monitoring. The effectiveness of the 

proposed architectural framework is evaluated using a 

variety of benchmarks and evaluation criteria. Block 

formation time, endorsement policy, block size, etc. will all 

be used to evaluate the outcomes here. Performance tests 

will be conducted using latency, throughput, and other 

factors. Hyperledger caliper, a benchmarking tool, will be 

used to evaluate the network performance of the developed 

blockchain-based applications. Fabric, Indy, composition, 

sawtooth, and Iroha are just a few of the hyperledger 

platforms it can handle. The Hyperlegder caliper is used in 

this article to verify and execute the framework's 

performance.  
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In this part, we use blockchain evaluation metrics to analyse 

the effectiveness of the current system. Success Rate (SR), 

Send Rate (TPS), Throughput (TPS), and Latency (S) are 

some of the metrics examined while using the Hyperledger 

benchmarking framework[35]. It is used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the proposed system throughout a range of 

trade volumes and interest rates from 100 to 2500 active 

rounds at fixed, variable, and floating intervals. Throughput 

is the pace at which a blockchain system may commit a 

certain number of valid transactions. A transaction's 

"Transaction Latency" is the amount of time it takes to 

propagate over the network and take effect. 

Fig 4. Comparison of Throughput of Hyperledger and 

proposed agri-food supply chain system 

Transaction Throughput is the ratio of total committed 

transactions to the total time in sec-non-committed 

transaction. Transaction Latency is function of 

Confirmation Time * Network Threshold - Submit Time for 

transaction 

Send Rate is the number of transactions successfully sent to 

the network for commit. It's measured in transactions per 

second or TPS.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Comparison of Send Rate of Hyperledger and 

proposed agri-food supply chain system 

According to the Hyperledger documentation[34], the 

proposed solution is compared to the performance of the 

Hyperledger Fabric 1.4 network.  

Proposed system performance is initially analyzed with 

different aspects like batch size, endorsement policies, and 

Transaction Types. Then it is optimized by tuning these 

parameters. The suggested system has better throughput, 

send rate, and latency than Hyperledger 1.4, as shown by the 

numbers in Figures 4, 5, and 6.   

Fig 6. Comparison of latency of Hyperledger and proposed 

agri-food supply chain system 

5. Conclusion  

Industry 4.0 technology can help solve problems in the agri-

food supply chain, which is good for agriculture. As a result, 

this study goes into great detail about the Hyperledger 

Fabric-based agri-food supply chain system, which makes it 

easy to protect entities and control who can access them. By 

using blockchain technology, we can control the whole food 

supply chain and the environment where food is stored, as 

well as give everyone involved several financial perks. 

Blockchain technology gets rid of the need for a middleman, 

which lowers the risk of centralized information networks 

and enables peer-to-peer deals that are very clear, safe, and 

easy to access. With smart contracts and blockchain, you 

can make a supply chain that is more organized, safe, and 

easy to track. In addition, the data lets everyone involved do 

thorough studies and make smart decisions. Smart contracts 

would make it easier to report problems with the way things 

are usually done. This clever plan would make the agri-food 

supply chain much more reliable and efficient, which would 

improve food safety and restore faith in the agri-food 

business. Also, the main point of this paper is to find the best 

ways to make the fabric work better given its strict 

requirements. Setting endorsement rules, changing the 

block size, and making other changes at the code level can 

all help get the best performance. When results are 

compared to blockchains from hyperledger organisations, it 

is found that the suggested system performs about 14% 

better in terms of throughput, send rate and latency. 
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